
Artist:Â Caroline MesquitaVenue:Â PIVÃ”, SÃ£o PauloExhibition Title:Â In VivoDate: October 22 â€“ December 19, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and PIVÃ”, SÃ£o Paulo. Photos by Everton Ballardin.Press Release:Caroline Mesquita (born in Brittany, France) has been developing a multimedia practice, mixing large-scale
sculptures and installations with video and sound, since finishing her studies at the Ecole Nationale de Beaux-Arts in Paris. Pool tables, motorcycles, engines and drums form her first sculptures, which she manufactured
herself by roughly handling heavy metals and ornamenting surfaces with different patterns and shades of oxidation. In 2015, she began to roll brass plates into playful spirals that mimic life-size human figures. The rolled
metal resembles the elegant skirt of a lady, a hat or an arm angrily raised. After 123 Soleil (2015) â€•a large arrangement with almost twelve figuresâ€•was presented at an art fair in Berlin, her gallery decided to store the
figures in smaller groups. Mesquita was intrigued by the narratives that emanated from the intimate groups of two or three characters, in comparison with the monumentality of the whole group.Â This was when she had
the idea to animate her sculptures through film by using stop-motion, a technique both simple and powerfully expressive. In one of her first videos, Pink Everywhere (2016) she is the protagonist; the creator
â€œpossessedâ€• by her creation. Later, she incorporated other actors, who often played several characters at once, suggesting â€œthe versatility of identity and fateâ€•, she explains. The fictional backgrounds are
always conjured by mysterious catastrophes that send their human protagonists to sleep or die: an enchanted house (The Visitors, 2017), a machine room on fire (The Machine Room, 2018), and a plane crash (The
Ballad, 2017). The sculptures eagerly seek interaction with the charactersâ€™ unconscious flesh, healing wounds or inversely causing stains of red paint that mark their silent juvenile faces. The pleasure of cheap special
effects that achieve the maximum level of spectacle. Suddenly, the stories become pretexts for building ever more complex sculptural environmentsâ€•or, in fact, precisely the contrary: the growing pleasure of building
ever more complex â€œobjectsâ€• inspires Mesquita to create increasingly surrealist tales. The stop-motion gives the films a MeliÃ¨sque touch, but they are also inspired by 1970sâ€™ Polish avant-garde cartoons,
among other sources of inspiration.Â In order to test the scale and overall structure of her installations, Mesquita began to make life-size paper and cardboard models in her studio. At the same time, building her spiral
characters led her to further investigate the real structure of the human body, in particular the bones. These reflections culminated in Astray (2018-19), a two-year-long project that narrates the rebirth of forgotten bones
discovered in the gallery, which are brought to life through the simple gesture of being watered. Here, human performers are awake and alive; their interactions with a series of cardboard animals are playful and
vigorous.Â With In Vivo, the video installation presented at PivÃ´ in her first exhibition in Brazil, Mesquita expands on the manipulation of cardboard and paper, materials which differ from metal for their rougher aspect and
the way they leave more room for the fragile and the ephemeral. In this oneiric exploration of the inside of the body, once again micro-dramas flirt with the burlesque, as human body parts and DIY worlds dissolve into one
another. Humans are no longer lifeless, nor do they simply coexist with the sculptures. Insteadâ€•as suggested by the first scene where a surgeonâ€™s hands, painted in white, dive greedily in the entrails of the
butchered patient who lends their belly to the artist&#8217;s experimentâ€•humans are finally ready to merge with the sculptural. Throughout the film, body parts play peek-a-boo with reconstructed cells, viruses, platelets
and gametes, confusing our perception of scale, texture and function. Snuggled inside the cell-like structures and nestled in the Copan building like bacteria in the guts of a giant body, viewers are immersed in the loud
sound that replicates what happens in the silence of their own organisms. Here, Caroline Mesquitaâ€™s intention is to make us aware of the details, geometries, sounds, and pulsations that irrigate the living. During the
production phase, she was marvelled at the idea that she was â€œsculpting herself inside outâ€•. Thinking of art as a way to sensitively connect with our environment, In Vivo proposes a kind of meditation on our human
condition, affirming the need to understand the world through the mutual organic processes that make up our shared realities.Â DorothÃ©e DupuisLink: Caroline Mesquita at PIVÃ”The post Caroline Mesquita at PIVÃ” first
appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Caroline MesquitaVenue:Â Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain Passerelle, BrestExhibition Title:Â Le festinDate: October 16, 2020 â€“ January 16, 2021Click here to view
slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain Passerelle, BrestPress Release:Passerelle Centre dâ€™art contemporain
presents for the first time a monographic exhibition by Caroline Mesquita (born in 1989) in Brittany. Originally from Brest, she has constructed a unique in situ project drawing on the local formal realm of the imagination
combined with her personal vocabulary, close to that of science-fiction.A monumental and monolithic structure extends over the patio of the art centre, in imitation of a restaurant built in slate in accordance with traditional
Breton architecture. Both sublime and fantastical, the building-sculpture recalls the world of fairy tales while also containing that note of humour dear to the artist. This restaurant â€˜closed for holidaysâ€™ is not
accessible, it looks real but as you go up to it its artificial nature become obvious. And with reason, for it is made out of cardboard and acrylic paint, celebrating DIY. Moreover, this sculpture magnifies the industrial
architectureÂ in concrete so characteristic of Passerelle, presenting the visitor with a dialogue between tradition and modernity.On the first floor of the art centre, metal sculptures are on show like dishes in a restaurant,
revealing delicacies fromÂ a gastronomy of fantasy. Diverging from a realist sculptural heritage, Caroline Mesquita has thrown herself into a fantastical and dreamlike figurative representation. The sharp black slate of the
restaurant gives way to a silky coppery gold; the scale is distorted: the building becomes miniaturised and the food on the restaurant menu grows to gigantic proportions.Seeking to avoid any hint of intellectual pomposity,
Caroline Mesquita brings the notion of pleasure in the creative act back into the field of art. The exhibition therefore becomes a meditation and an open narrative, leaving plenty of room for drifting and dreaming. By taking
over the central open space in Passerelle, the artist shows a capacity forÂ openness and a generous art that reaches out to the public. The feast evokes for everybody a time of conviviality but also a certain idea of the
lavish and of excess. It is a time for pagan or religious gatherings, with friends of family, time for a feast of taste found in every culture from New Year celebrations to Eid and from Christmas to Hanukkah. This simple joy
â€“ gathering together â€“ disappeared in 2020 because of the health emergency. Caroline Mesquita here tries to bring back this fundamental pleasure in a conceptual and formal way. The exhibition is primarily
developed as a celebration of togetherness and of sharing.For a few years now, Caroline Mesquita has been studying the human body in all its forms, from the question of identity to its constancy over time. For The Feast,
she observes â€˜what makes the machine runâ€™, food as fuel. It is also about experiencing the idea of slowing down and â€˜slow lifeâ€™. Current trends of ultra-communication and ultra-mobility are destined to be
overturned. The question underlying the exhibition could be â€œWhat is essential to our existence?â€• The artistâ€™s response, avoiding any clichÃ©s, lies in simplicity and authenticity: art, time for oneself, living well
and therefore eating well.Link: Caroline Mesquita at Centre d&#8217;art Contemporain PasserelleThe post Caroline Mesquita at Centre dart Contemporain Passerelle first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Lucia LoveVenue:Â JDJ, GarrisonExhibition Title:Â FIREWATERDate: October 17 â€“ December 19, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of JDJ, GarrisonPress Release:Lucia Loveâ€™s debut solo exhibition at JDJ brings together seven visually rich paintings loaded with narrative and symbolism, with references to art history,
mythology, politics, and the dynamics of power. Like works of speculative fiction, each painting contains a pastiche of fantasy and reality, as elements sourced from news media exist on an equal plane to those of pure
imagination.The paintings are bound by their depictions of contradictory states. The juxtapositions of doom and hope, tragedy and comedy, and destruction and renewal depicted in the works feel uniquely American, and
particularly poignant at this distinct moment in our society as we face disaster after disaster and yet we continue to hang on to the possibility for a brighter future.At the heart of this exhibition are a series of new paintings
that incorporate images of fire and water, opposing elements that convey a host of interpretations: from the occult, to the symbolic, to the very real environmental disasters we currently face on both coasts of America.
Despite their capabilities for destruction, both fire and water can also function as paths to salvation and regeneration.The painting Wacky Inflatable Flailing Firearms, 2020 features a wind dancer made from flames, a
mascot for our time and place, flailing its fire arms with impunityâ€”and a smile. The suggestion of violence is paired with the goofy nature of our consumerist landscape, where wind dancers can be found in their natural
habitat. Loveâ€™s technical prowess and her ability to juxtapose several painting styles within one composition are on display, from the convincing realism of the facist-looking, eagle- adorned concrete plinth from which
the wind dancer rises to the sleek, two-toned minimalist approach to the background.In Pig Roast, 2020, a group of business people sit in a circle as if they are at a conference, paying no attention to the towering flames
surrounding them. They conduct their meeting in shackles, all the while behaving quite naturally, as though they are accustomed to this state of human bondage. They seem to be summoning a giant pig demon, a symbol
of excess. Here again we see the contrasting approaches to painting styles within one picture: the cartoonish two-dimensionality of the grotesque swine and the swirling flames that feel almost topographical in their
appearance.Lucia Love (b. 1988, New York, NY) attended the School of Visual Arts on a grant from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts, where she studied painting and animation. She is co-host of the podcast Art and
Labor, which chronicles the stories of social justice organizing within the art world and advocates for fair labor practices for artists, museum workers, art handlers, interns, and anyone traditionally overworked and
underpaid in the field.Link: Lucia Love at JDJThe post Lucia Love at JDJ first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â VladimÃr KokoliaVenue:Â FUTURA, PragueExhibition Title:Â Vladimir Kokolia : In case the last
thing you ever see is a treetopDate: November 13 â€“ December 13, 2020Note:Â A text related to the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of FUTURA, PraguePress Release:Â On the ground floor of FUTURA, VladimÃr Kokolia presents over 240 works selected by the exhibitionâ€™s curator. They are mainly graphic works
but are also drawings, paintings, pastels and stereoscopic videos. An authored brochure is also featured, which not only explains how to perceive treetops but how to generally grasp the world around us using painterly
optics of inner coherence and the philosophy of looking itself.VladimÃr Kokolia: In case the last thing you ever see is a treetop.1. One canâ€™t see the tree for the leaves. Itâ€™s a common mistake.2. One canâ€™t see
the image for the names. Itâ€™s a fundamental mistake and results in boredom.3. Try looking at the tree and the air at the same time.4. Envision forms
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